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.CoIumn One
Publishing PEEK(65)
is,
among
other
things, a balancing act.
This month we
received letters asking for (1) more stuff
on the CIP for beginners; and (2) less
trivial beginner stuff which can be bought
in any BASIC text as well as every issue
of most other computer magazines, and more
technically sophisticated stuff which is
directly applicable to OSI
equipment,
since this sort of stuff ~ be found
allover the newsstands.
Of course, I am proud of this monthis mix.
We have a couple of
good
technical
articles and letters for CIPers, as well
as some stuff for the advanced business
applications programmer. And everybody in
between. Sure, it would be easier if OSI
didn't make such a wide range of machines
for people with such a wide range of
interests, but that wouldn't be half as
much fun, now would it?
Now that we are paying for published
articles (the payment formula is complex - $10 per PEEK(65) page unless the article
is too short or too long to make this come
out to a meaningful and noninflationary
figure, plus or minus some
for
our
evaluation of the article and the amount
of work we have to do to it [that means
articles sent to us on WP-2 disks with no
typos, with well-drawn graphics, get morel
plus or minus a little depending on our
mood'
anyway,
nobody
gets
much,
everybody gets at least $5 -- anyway, this
sentence is too longl), we are getting
more and better technical material.
If
you would like to see your name in print,
help your fellow computerists, establish
yourself as the World's Foremost Authority
on something or other and get a few bucks
for your trouble,submit an article to
PEEK(65). If you can't write, but can
draw, submit a cartoon 1 All manuscripts

will be returned if-you enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for us to send it
back in. Otherwise, they will pile up in
my desk drawer until I figure out what to
do with them.

THE FEDERATION STRIKES BACK
(At Software Problems)
Three of the largest distributors of OSI
hardware,
Cybertronics
of
Houston,
Tek-Aids of Chicago and Tri- Comp of
Denver, have announced the formation of
the "Software Federation." The purpose of
the Federation is to provide improved
access to quality applications software
with good documentation and support. They
propose to do this, according to
an
exclusive
PEEK(65)
interview
with
president Jeff Beamsley, by a combination
of methods, long used in the computer
industry but mostly applied for the first
time to microcomputers.
First, each software package considered by
the Federation must be thoroughly tested
and running.
Second, the Federation will work with the
vendor to develop accurate, consistent
documentation
and
a
meaningful
demonstration package. If the vendor is
not
willing
or
able
to
develop
documentation and demonstration materials,
the Federation will do this with its 4
full-time .programmers, if the
package
warrants.
Third, each vendor enters into a contract
with the Federation
to
support
his
software in specified ways.
Documented
bugs must be fixed within a specified
time; enhancements requested by end users
, must be supplied or refused within a short
time, and if the vendor is not willing to
make the requested
enhancements,
the
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Federation has the right to do so
will give the enhancements to the
after they are made.

but
vendor

Fourth, the Federation will do all the
paperwork to
actually
copyright
all
programs, will vigorously prosecute all
instances of copyright violation, and, for
valuable packages, will actually supply a
serial-numbered boot ROM for the computer
in which the software is to run.
Once
this ROM is installed, the system will
boot as normal, do everything
normal
machines' will do, plus run the software
package for which the ROM is
coded.
Without this ROM, the package will not
boot or run.
Finally, the Federation plans to advertise
extensively in BYTE and other national
publicatio~s
(including
PEEK(65)
of
course) and thus make a valuable market
for quality software packages.
Packages
now
available
business packages, FORTH, a

include
WP-2

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
TEE-SHIRTS

two
DMS

file integrator, an
Amway Distributors'
package, a six-disk PASCAL library and a
manufacturer's control (inventory, etc.)
package.
If the Software Federation is successful
in backing its software as planned, it
will become a major force in OSI software
and a valuable addition to the community.
PEEK(65) can make no recommendation, since
as yet the Federation is little more than
an idea, but we fully support the aims of
the Federation and wish them the best.
RUMORS

RUMORS

RUMORS

FIRST, OSI has been said to have announced
that a new BASIC-IN-ROM, on one chip, will
soon be sold.
SECOND, OSI is said to be working on
software for new 16-bit machines which
will be sold in 6 months to 1 year.
This
is logical: OSI has been in the forefront
of technological breakthroughs, with a
list of firsts as long as your arm.
16-bit machines are coming; why not from
OSI first?

OSI SOFTWARE

TEE-SHIRT PRINTED WITH
"OHIO SCIENTIFIC" IN VARIED
BLWE TONES TO WHITE.
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COMPUTER BUSINESS SERVICE
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MODIFYING THE AARDVARK EDITOR
by C. Eugene Murray, Columbus OH

The Text Editor program as
sold
by
Aardvark for my C2-4P (BASIC-in ROM) is a
very useful machine-language routine which
loads as a series of DATA statements
preceded by some
intructions
and
a
POKE-into-memory routine. The program is
short, but highly effective; it does the
job for which it was intended (editing of
lines being entered or already entered in
BASIC) and can serve as the jumping-off
point for other programs needing access to
the line input buffer (string
search
editors, compressors, expanders, etc.).
Aardvark's machine code starts at $lEBO
and can be disassembled readily using the
O.S.I. Extended Monitor.
No assembly
language source code listing is provided
with the program.

OSI'ers I
OSI DIDN'T FILL YOU IN ...
WE WILL...
With the
Complete,
New OS-6SD
V3.2
Disassembly
Manual.

-=

• 60 pages of listings
• Includes full cross-reference
listing
,Order today. Send check for
$24.95 to Software Consultants,
7053 Rose Trail, Memphis, Tenn.
38134.901-377-3503. Postpaid.
Allow 2-3 weeks.

Rather than re-invent the wheel
with
row-and-column scans, the keyboard input
routine at $FDOO was used.
This is a
useful way of obtaining keyboard input
without scrolling the screen. The program
of Listing #1 lets you see what codes are
generated by various key closures.
$FDOO
stores the i~put at $0213 (531 dec.). You
can use this program to find the decimal
values for the various control commands
used in the Text Editor.
While you are
about it, get the codes for all the
various combinations of SHIFT
UNLOCK,
SHIFT LOCK, and CTRL with all the keys,
for your notebook.
YOU DO
KEEP
A
NOTEBOOK, DON'T YOU?
Using this information, I was able to
easily substitute RUBOUT for a CTRL
as
the character delete key, by substituting
a value of 127 for the only occurrence of
236 in the DATA statements.
Alternately,

<

DATA
COVERSION
FROM
IBM FORMAT FLOPPY DISKS
9-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE
PUNCHE.D CARDS

TO
OHIO SCIENTIFIC FLOPPY DISK
Write for a quote:
DBMS, Inc.
PO Box 347
Owings Mills, MD 21117

AND VICE VERSA

..•

I could have exeuted POKE 8005,127 in the
immediate mode. In a similar vein, LINE
FEED was substituted for CTRL
to feed
blank spaces into a line (replace the
first occurrence of 236 with a 10, or POKE
7963~10) and the ESC key was
established
in place of the (undocumented) CTRL E as
the "escape clause" by substituting a 27
for the only occurrence of 5 in the DATA
(or POKE 8065,27).

>

and have regular LINE FEED "consume" only
the second consecutive space to the right
of text. This is left as an exercise for
the student. Please turn your homework in
to PEEK(65) soon!
Another
valuable
enhancement would be
a
line-swapping
routine which would permit an underline,
rather ,than an overlay, cursor.
That
should qualify for extra credit!
LISTING #1

The DATA statements are very short and can
easily be concatenate d if you delete line
220 before RUN~ing the program.
It will
then NOT erase itself.
They can very
handily be concatenate d two-for-one, with
some slight juggling if you like a space
after the word DATA.
You might wish to delete lines 135-170
inclusive, and substitute the code of
Listing #2.
When a space is fed into a line, text is
shifted to the right one character at a
time until another space is encountered.
"This space is "consumed" and the text is
thereby compacted.
This is sometimes
helpful and sometimes irritating. I would
like to use CTRL-LINE FEED for this mode,

COLD START/SYSTEM CRASH RECOVERY
by Jim Williams, Calumet City IL
Most system crashes are caused by errant
POKE statements. A very common problem is
a POKE with an undefined variable as the
address. Since undefined variables have
the value zero, this results in changing
location
$0000.
Since
warmstart,
< ctri")·C, and end of
BASIC
program,
(either immediate mode or normal) all
re-enter BASIC by jumping to location
$0000, that POKE has crashed the system.
Sometimes a loop may do several POKEs at
the bottom of memory before hurting things
enough to stop BASIC execution.
In any
event, th,e first thing to check if the
keyboard is dead, is the contents of the
first few locations of RAM.
Using the
monitor, verify that
the
first
six
locations contain exactly the following:
($)4C,74,A2,4C,C3,A8. These are the jumps

10
20
30
40
50
60

POKE 11,0
POKE 12,253
X=USR(X)
Y=PEEK(531)
PRINT Y
GOTO 30

:REM ••• LO BYTE OF $FDOO
:REM ••• HI BYTE OF $FDOO
:REM ••• GET KEYBOARD INPUT
: REM ••• RETRIEVE VALUE
:REM ••• DISPLAY ON SCREEN
:REM ••• EXIT BY CTRL-C

LISTING #2
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175

Sl$ = "RUBOUT deletes. LINE FEED
opens space."
S2$ = "CTRL-L, -R, -U. -D move"
S$ = SI$+S2$
Xl = 55231
FOR X=l TO LEN(S$)
Q$ = MID$(S$,X,l)
POKE X1+X,ASC(Q$)
NEXT X
POKE X1+X,161

into BASIC to restart and to the message
printer that gives the familiar 'OK'.
If
they are wrong, often fixing them up will
bring the system back up.
There are lots of ' other critical places in
page zero the changing of which can bring
the system to its knees. All of these are
reset by our friend (yes, friend!) the
colds tart
routine.
Unfortunately,
colds tart also resets the pointers that
let the system fin~ your program. The two
pointers that must be restored to their
pre-colds tart values for the program to
RUN again are
$7B,7C
(beginning
of
variable storage space)
and
$301,302
(pointer to second line of BASIC program).
The best/easiest way to do this is to use
the monitor to find their values and write
them down before coldstarting. Then go to
colds tart «;break),C), and answer
the
MEMORY SIZE question explicitly with the
size of your machine's memory (i.e., 4096
for a 4K machine). HittingCreturn, here
will make the system fill the memory with
test bytes until it doesn't get them back

to find out memory size, thus completely
and irrevocably destroying your program.
(If you had been running with
space
reserved at the top
of
memory
for
something, enter the memory size you had
before.) Then answer TERMINAL WIDTH as
usual, and use the monitor to replace the
values of $7B,7C and $301,302 with what
you wrote down.
If your program was not damaged during the
system crash, you should be back to normal
operation. If part of your program was
overwritten by whatever happened, (when
the system goes away,
it
is
still
executing some kind of code somewhere in
memory, and that random code might be
telling it to write over your program with
garbage) about the only thing you can do
is to try to repair it.' If a pointer in
the program was damaged in certain ways,
when you LIST you'll get repeated lines of
garbage.
In that case, save the program to tape,
colds tart again (NEWing may be enough) and
reload what's left.
If, however, only
system stuff was hurt in the crash, your
program should RUN as normal. If you hit
<break)-C before you write the contents of
those pointers, just hit <brea~> again and
go into the monitor. The pointers haven't
been reset yet.
But even if you go
through the whore colds tart procedure, and
get the startup message, your program is
still there. (Assuming, of course, that
you didn't reply to MEMORY SIZE with
<'return>l)
Here's how to replace the pointers then:
first, $301,302. All that is reset is the
pointer to the second BASIC statement.
The rest of the program is still there.
Use the monitor to look through memory
starting at $305.' ($301 and $302 will
have been reset to $0,$0.)
Note the
address of the first zero byte after $305.
Add one to that address and put the new
address, low byte first, into $301,302.
(Example: starting at $305, you find that
the first $00 is at location $30A.
Then
go and put $OB in location $301 and $03 in
$302.) Your program will LIST now, though
it won't RUN until $7B,7C are restored.
A 'trick' for resetting the
$301,302
pointer was discovered by Dave Edson of
Meridian, ID.
After coldstarting (with
MEMORY SIZE
answered
explicitly,
of

course), POKE 770,1.
LISTing
should
produce the first line of your program,
followed by a strangely numbered line
probably containing only a two
digit
number, followed by repeated
garbage.
You'll have to hit and hold the <;brea~)
key to stop the LIST so you can read that
strange line number. Warmstart, and type
that line number, as if to delete it.
Your program will probably LIST correctly
now.
Through a fortuitous series of
unliklinesses, the delete routine will
have fixed the $301,302 pointer.
How it
works is mysterious; when asked, Dave
didn't know either. It obviously points
the pointer of the first BASIC line to the
bottom of page 1,
where
the
ASCII
representation of numbers to be printed
are manufactured. When it gets there, the
most recently printed number is the first
line number of your program.
A line
number 10, or 20 or 30 etc. will produce a
bogus
line
number
of
12288,
with
'contents' of 88.
(The 88 is
from
manufacturing the line number there at the
bottom of page!) Most variations of this
scheme don't work, but this one seems
pretty reliable.
To fix $7B,7C, first LIST the program.
($301,302 must be OK to do this, and the
LIST must terminate normally,
without
repeated garbage.)
Then immediately go
into the monitor and look at the contents
of locations $AA and $AB. After any LIST
command
(including
LIST
num)
those
locations contain the address of
the
pointer of the next line of BASIC after
the last one LISTed.
With a complete
LIST, that is the double zero pointer that
flags the end of
a
BASIC
program.
Variable workspace begins
immediatlely
after that. So add two (for the two zero
bytes mentioned) to the address in $AA,AB,
and put that new address in
$7B,7C.
(Example: after LIST, you find that $AA
contains $4F and $AB contains $OE. Put a
$51 into location $7B, and a $OE into
$7C.)
Your program should
now
RUN
normally.
This information is from one of the Hints
in the Hints and Kinks chapter of The
First Book of OSI available from Aardvark.
,Coming next: how to edit a
program,
restart'it, and have all your variables
still be there!

OSI

SOFTWARE FOR OSI

'A JOURNAL FOR OSI USERS!!

OSI

ADVENTURES
Adventures are interactive fantasies where you give the
computer plain English commands (i.e. take the sword,
look at the control panel.) as you explore alien cities,
space ships, ancient pyramids and sunken subs. Average
playing time is 30 to 40 hours in several sessions.
There is literally nothing else like them - except
being there yourself. We have six adventures available.
ESCAPE FROM MARS - Explore an ancient
Martian city while you prepare for your escape.
NUCLEAR SI:JBMARINE - Fast moving
excitement at the bottom of the sea.
PYRAMID - Our most advanced and most
challenging adventure. Takes place in our
own special ancient pyramid.
VAMPIRE CASTLE - A day in old Drac's
castle. But it's getting dark outside.
DEATH SHIP - It's a cruise ship - but it ain't
the Love Boat and survival is far from certain.
TREK ADVENTURE - Takes place on a
familiar starship. Almost as
good as being there.

The Aardvark Journal is a bimonthly tutorial for 051
users. It features programs customized for 051 and
has run articles like these:
1)

Using String Variables.

2)

High Speed Basic On An 051.

3)

Hooking a Cheap Printer To An 051.

4)

An 051 Disk Primer.

5)

A Word Processor For Disk Or Tape Machines.

6)

Moving The Disk Directory Off Track 12.

Four back issues already available I

$9.00 per year (6 issues)

$14.95 each

NEW SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC
IN ROM MACHINES
CIS - for the CIP only. this ROM adds full
screen edit functions (insert, delete, change
characters in a basic line.). Software selectable
scroll windows, two instant screen clears (scroll
window only and full screen,), software choice of

OSI or standard keyboard format, Bell support,
600 Baud cassette support, and a few other
features. It plugs in in place of the OSI ROM.

'NOTE: this ROM also supports video conversions
for 24, 32, 48, or 64 characters per line. All that
and it sells for a mesly $39.95.
CIE/C2E for Cl/C2/C4/CB Basic in ROM mao

P.C. BOARDS

SCREEN EDITORS

MEMORY BOARDS II - for the CIP. - and they
contain parallel portsl
Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K
of 2114's and has provision for a PIA to give a
parallel portsl It sells as a bare board for $29.95.
When assembled, the board plugs into the expansion connector on the 600 board. Available nowl

These programs all allow the editing of basic
lines. All assume that you are using the standard
051 video display and polled keyboard.
CIP CURSOR CONTROL - A program that uses
no RAM normally available to the system. (We
hid it in unused space on page 2L It provides
real backspace, insert, delete and replace functions and an optional instant screen clear.
$11.95
C2I4 CURSOR. This one uses 366 BYTES of
RAM to provide a full screen editor. Edit and
change lines on any part of the screen. (Basic in
ROM systems only.)
FOR DISK SYSTEMS - (650. polled key·
board and standard video only.)
SUPERDISK. Contains a basic text editor with
functions similar to the above programs and also
contains a renumberer, variable table maker,
search and new BEXEC· programs. The BEXEC·
provides a directory, create, deh:!re, and change
utilities on one track and is worth having by
itself. - $24.95 on 5" disk· $26.95 on 8".

REAL SOUND FOR THE CIP - and it's cheap I
ThJs bare board uses the TI sound chip to give
real arcade type sound. The board goes together
in a couple of hours with about $20.00 in parts.
Bare board, plans, and sample program - $15.95

chines.

This ROM adds full screen editing, software
selectable scroll windO\Ns, keyboard correction
(software selectable), and contains both an
extended machine code monitor and a fix for
the string handling bug in OSI Basicll It has
breakpoint utilities, machine code load and save,
block memory move and hex dump utilities. A
must for the machine code programmer replaces
051 support ROM. Specify systeml $59.95
STRING BUG FIX (replaces basic ROM chip
number 3)
All this chip does is to replace the third basic
AOM and correct the errors that were put into
the ROM mask. $19.95

DATA SHEETS
OS650 LISTING
Commented with source code. B3 pages. $24.95
THE (REALI FIRST BOOK OF OSI
65 packed pages on how OSI basic works. Our
best selling data sheet. $15.95
OSI BASIC IN ROM
Ed Carlson's book of how to program in basic.
Now available from Aardvark. SS.95

ARCADE AND VIDEO GAMES
ALIEN INVADERS with machine code movesfor fast action. This is our best invaders yet. The
disk version is so fast that we had to add select·
able speeds to make it playable.
TaPe· $10.95 - Disk· $12.95
TIME TREK (BKI - real time Startrek action.
See your torpedoes move across the screen I Real
graphics - no more scrolling displays. $9.95
STAR FIGHTER - a real time space war where
you face cruisers, battleships and fighters using a
variety of weapons. Your screen contains working instrumentation and a real time disPlay of the
alien ships. $6.95 in black and white· $7.95 in
color and sound.
SEAWOLFE - this one looks like it just stepped
out of the arcades. It features multiple torpedoes,
several target ships, floating mines and real time
time·toilo and score displays. - $6.95 in black
and white $7.95 in color and sound.

DISK UTILITIES
SUPER COpy - Single Disk Copier
This copy program makes multiple copies,
copies track zero, and copies all the tracks
that your memory can hold at one time up to 12 tracks at a pass. It's almost as fast
as dual disk copying. - $15.95
DISK CATALOGER
This utility reads the directory of your disks
and makes up an alphabetic list off all you r
programs and what disks they are on. $14.95
MACHINE CODE RENUMBERER
(C2/4-MF only)
Renumbers all or part of a program at machine
code speeds. - $15.95

This is only 8 partlallisting of what we have to offer. W. now offer over lUU'programs, data sheets. ROMS, and boards
for OSI systems. Our$1.00 catalog lists it all and contains free program listings and programming hints to boot.

OSI

Aardvark Technical Services. 1690 Bolton. Walled lake, MI 48088
(313) 669-3110 or (313) 624-6316
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ClP OR SUPERBOARD II GET ROUTINE
by Maurice P. Lewton, Santa Maria, CA
Enclosed is a OSI lP or Superboard II
Keyboard program that provides a "GET"
routine. It is in BASIC, but pokes in a
machine language program that takes only
256 bytes of memory.

It can be relocated anywhere in memory
providing it starts on an even hex page
~uch as lFOO, BEOO, 0700 etc.
As written,
1t starts at lFOO hex (7936 dec) to lFFF,
but can be relocated by changing line
10002 to reflect the new page start and
line 10200, first Data item, to reflect
the new ~i byte of the new page the
program w1ll be relocated to. Also do not
forget to change the USR pointer
to
reflect the new start address and to
change top of memory to just below this
program.
The keyboard table starts at line 10260
w?ich represents the top row of keys read,
r1ght to left, as shown for the 600 board
in the OSI Graphics Manual. The first B
data lines from 10260 represent unshifted
characters. The next B represent shifted.
Depressing shift then rub-out
the screen.

will

clear

If you are short of memory, it can be
loaded with the data statements, RUN theu
type in NEW and your program.

4 REM O.S.I. IP or SUPERBOARD II
5 REM ~riter Polled Keyboard
6 REM BY M.P.LEWIrn WA6PHR
7 REM
1323 VIA DEL CARMEL
8 REM
SANl'AMARIA
9 REM
CALIFORNIA 93455
10 REM SET TOP OF MEM TO
11 REM 7935 DOC nEFF HEX)
12 POKE133,255:POKEl34,30
19 REM POKES IN MAOlINE LAOOUl\GE PRroRAM
20 <XBJBI0000
48 REM SET USR POINl'ER TO
49 REM 7936 DOC (lFOO HEX)
50 POKEll,0:POKEl2,31
51 REM MEMJRY LOCATION FOR 0IARACl'ER
52 REM DEPOSITED FROM KEYBOARD
53 <?531
55 X=USR(X) :Y=PEEK(C)
65 PRIN'lUIR$ (Y) ~
70 REM INSERl' WHAT YOO WAN!' IT TO 00 **?
80 ooro 55
10000 REM PROORAM INSERl'ION
10002 FORX=OT0255:READY:POKEX+7936,Y
10003 NEXT X
10004 RE'IURN
10100 DA~ 216,162,8,169,0,133,34,169
10110 DA~ 254,133,32,133,33,165,32,141
10120 DA~ 0,223,160,8,173,0,223,197
10130 DA~ 33,240,14,56,38,33,136,208
10140 DA~ 246,169,254,56,38,32,202,208
10150 DA~ 226,224,8,208,12,152,24,105
10160 DA~ 250,144,6,169,64,133,34,208
10170 DA~ 232,138,10,10,10,132,32,56
10180 DA~ 229,32,201,63,240,31,24,101
10190 DA~ 34,201,74,240,30,170,189,128
10200 DA~ 31,240,7,133,35,205,20,2
10210 DA~ 240,7,141,20,2,141,19,2
10220 DA~ 96,169,0,240,2,165,35,141
10230 DA~ 19,2,96,162,0,169,32,157
10240 DA~ 0,208,157,0,209,157,0,210
10250 DA~ 157,0,211,232,208,241,240,225
10260 DA~ 0,55,54,53,52,49,50,49
10270 DA~ 0,0,127,45,58,48,57,56
10280 ~ 0,0,0,13,10,111,108,46
10290 ~ 9,105,117,121,116,114,101,119
10300 D~ 0,107;106,104,103,102,100,115
10310 DA~ 0,44,109,110,98,118,99,120
10320 DA~ 0,112,59,47,32,122,97,113
. 10330 ~ 0,0,0,0,0,27,16,26
10340 ~ 0,39,38,37,36,35,34,33
10350 DA~ 0,0,0,61,42,94,41,40
10360 ~ 0,0,0,8,64,79,76,62
10370 ~ 0,73,85,89,84,82,69,87
10380 DA~ 0,75,74,72,71,70,68,83
10390 DA~ 0,60,77,78,66,86,67,88
10400 ~ 0,80,43,63,32,90,65,81
10410 ~ 0,0,0,0,0,27,16,76
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BKM'S NUMERIC KEYPAD - $65
FOR OHIO SCIENTIFIC OR LEAR SIEGLER'S ADM-3A
FEATURES
Digits 0-9, Decimal Point, and Return
Terminal Quality Keypad
Ready to use with C4's and CS's
Two Color Beige-Brown Case
Size 7"D x 5"W x 2'h"H
Documentation
OPTIONS
Adapter cable kit for
10 minute INSTALLATION SPECIFY
Superboard .
C2-4P

~

MICRO

SYSTEMS
CORPORATION

C1
C2-8P

WE PAY SHIPPING TO CONTINENTAL U.S.
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5%
ORDER DIRECT OR ASK YOUR OSI DEALER
FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 30%
AVAILABLE JUNE 1

3809 OLD COLLEGE ROAD
BRYAN, TEXAS 71801

R

$4.95

713/846-8268
713/846-3817

THE MOST POWERFUL MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE EVER DEVELOPED IS ALSO
THE EASIEST TO USE ..
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FOR USE ON
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MICROSYSTEMS INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

BOOKKEEPINGIACCOUNTING SYSTEM

PUTS ANY OR ALL YOUR BUSINESS FILES INTO A POWERFUL
DATABASE.

CPA-APPROVED COMPLETE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM: GENERAL
LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.

CREATE VIRTUALLY ANY RELATIONSHIP YOU CAN THINK OF.

BRANCH ACCOUNTING HANDLES UP TO FIVE DIVISIONS.

BUS-U

ENGUSH-SPEAKING REPORT GENERATOR.

COMPLETELY INTERACTIVE. SELF-UPDA'l'ING.

POWERFUL USER COMMANDS NORMALLY FOUND ONLY IN
LARGE COMPUTERS. SELF-EXPLANATORY, EASY TO USE,
SUCH AS "INPUT," "OUTPUT," "UST," "PRINT," "CHANGE,"
"DELETE," "EXCLUDE," "INCLUDE," AND, PERHAPS MOST
IMPORTANT OF ALL, "HELP!"

BATCH ACCOUNTING INSISTS ON BEING "IN BALANCE."
USER MENU. OPERATOR PROMPTING FOR CORRECT ENTRIES.
HIGHLY

FLEXIBLE FORMATTING OF FINANCIAL REPORTS.

NO KNOWLEDGE OF DEBITS AND CREDITS REQUIRED (EXCEPT
RECURRING JOURNAL ENTRIES-- ASK YOUR ACCOUNTANT).

STRAIGHTFORWARD INPUT AND EDITING ROUTINES- "IDIOTPROOF."

EXAMPLES OF REPORTS (FROM GENERAL LEDGER MODULE)

OPERATOR'S MANUAL WITH FULL USER INSTRUCTIONS IS ONLINE WITH HELP COMMANDS. PROBLEMS? lUST TYPE "HELPI"

GEIIEIIJII, 1ZDGEII IIEPOlI1II

COMMANDS CAN BE USED CONDmONALLY ON ANY RECORD
OR ON ANY FIELD WITHIN A RECORD.

CASH DlSBtJBSDmitS
STATDIElIT
IHCOWE

CIIAIlT or ACCOUNTS

JOURNAL IDITIIIIS

IN-MEMORY SORT, OR, (FOR BIG FILES) DISK SORT.

ACCOIIImI PATlIIII.E BEPOImI
CHICKS TO BE WIIlTTEII
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

ALL DATABASE FUNCTIONS ARE SUBROUTINES- CUSTOM
PROGRAMMING SIMPLIFIED.

TESTING.

CHECJ: BEGJSTKR
IHVOJCIS HOW DUX

VENDOR LlSYlHG

OPTIONAL CASH REGISTER POLLING AND CONTROL PACKAGE AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED BUYERS (REQUIRES INSTALLATION CONSULTATION).
OVER TWO YEARS' IN-FIELD
FLAWLESSLY.

CASH RECEIPTS
BALANCE SHIET
DAILY YllAllSACYlOH LlSYlHG
DETAlLED GENIIRAL LI!IlGER

or

ACCOIllmlIlECElVAJII.E IIEPOlI1II
CHICKS TO BE WIIlTTEII
WOHTHLY YllAllSACYlOH LlSYlHG
ctJlIBEHT ACCOUNTS
DITAlLED ACCOUNTS BECKlVABLE
BECIIVABLE
PBINT STATDIElIT
LlSYlHG
PAST DUX ACCOUNTS

MIMP WOIIKS--

or

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO APPUCATIONS NEWSLETTER
FREE WITH PURCHASE.

IDEAL FOR ACCOUNTING
BUSINESSES.

TYPICAL APPUCATIONS: INVENTORY, CUSTOMER FILES,
CASH REGISTER CONTROL (OPTIONAL EXTRA), DOCTOR/DENTIST/LAWYER APPOINTMENTS OR CUENTIPATIENT FILES,
SALES RECORDS, MAIUNG USTS.

PROVEN THROUGH YEARS OF USE.

FII\MS AS WELL AS SMALL

THIS ACCOUNTING PACKAGE REQUIRES ONLY A HIGH
SCHooL·LEVKL UNDERSTANDING OF BOOKKEEPING.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

ONLY

$395

$395

MIMP & BUS;n OPERATE ON ALL OHIO SCIENTIFIC 8·INCH OR WINCHESTER DISK MICROCOMPUTERS W/48 K

USER·ORIENTED SYSTEMS

NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

SEEYOUROSI
DEALER FOR
DEMONSTRATION

CALL

714-270-2000

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PREPAID WITHIN CONTINENTAL U.S. PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH.

diii~aTE'eGhUSni'iiOgq
.

loc.

·P.o. Box 178590, San Diego, CA

.

6:00 AM 92117

112 NOON PST

D

LANGUAGES
Copyright 1980, Wallace Kendall
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The gift of prophecy
has
somehow
escaped me all these years. Heaven knows,
I've tried. I remember the pronouncement
I made just after the first computer was
delivered to the big office where
I
worked, when I had learned just a little
about computer language and logic.
"Great," I exul ted. "At last we have a
clear, unambiguous
language,
and
an
impersonal judge, the computer, to tell us
whether
we
have
stated
something
correctly."
"As greater numbers of us learn how to
use computers, we'll learn more about
avoiding ambiguity in our use of English."
As you may have guessed, I was not one
of the people who attended that monster
and its thousands of vacuum tubes, in its
specially-air-conditioned room, with the
humidity control and the raised floor and
the rows of tape drives and the ten-foot
console.
It's hard even now for me to understand
that my Challenger III packs more sheer
computer power, and has more memory, than
that one did.
I couldri't- touch The Computer,
of
course; I had an occasional chore to be
done on it, but I had to turn the data
over to the specialists, who ran it when
they got around to it.
My job was to explain some complicated
matters in a simple way; if possible, to
make the explanation interesting enough to
get people's attention; and finally, to
connect the explanation to the listener's
other interests so that he or she would
remember it.
Lots of people have written books to
tell you how to do this.
One of my
favorites was published by the Bureau of
Mines in 1909 {that's no typo; it was 71
years ago.} It told geologists and other
scientists how to write
about
their
research. In that little book is this
jewel:- "Clarity is not infantile, nor is
complex opacity profound."
When I
made
my
prediction
that
computers would help to improve
ordinary
language, I knew very little about the
languages that had been developed for
computers; I had heard that they were
logical and precise, knew that we needed
more logic and precision in our reading
and writing, and was confident that' we
would soon begin to transfer into our
daily communication some of the logic and
precision we would learn
from
using

computers. When I heard about BASIC I was
sure the time had come.
Well, I guess I forgot that mathematics
is another logical language, that it's
been with us a long time, and people don't
seem to let it revolutionize their use of
English.
English is younger than mathematics,of course, but quite a bit older thari
BASIC -- and there are unending arguments
over what is "good" or "bad" English.;
Maybe it's too early to expect consensus
on what a "good" BASIC program should look
like.
So maybe I shouldn't be surprised at
long, shapeless programs that challenge
understanding and must be traced
out
laboriously from one end to the other
before they can be updated or modified.
But what
about
my
prediction
that
familiarity with computer languages and
computer logic
and specifically the
easy-to-understand BASIC -- would improve
our use of English?
Could it be that instead of bringing
improvements to our daily language, BASIC
itself has been corrupted, in actual use,
by bad habits that are part of our speech;
our writing, our thinking?
Maybe so, but we prophets don't look
back. We look to the future.
And right
now I'm pushing my original prophecy. The
advantages of clarity and accuracy may not
always be evident in ordinary speaking and
writing, but they are immediately obvious
in a computer program.
{Yeah, you know 'em when you get 'em,
but how do you get 'em?}
Well, the first step is to want 'em.
Many programmers, deep down in
their
hearts, don't.
They believe, somehow,
that there's no glory in writing a short
program that anyone can understand; they
really seem to aspire to write long,
convoluted, abstruse programs.
These are the programmers who should
try to find a copy of that fine li t tl"e
1909 booklet from the Bureau of Mines and
wisdom
it
reflect on
the
timeless
contains.
"Clarity is not infantile,
complex opacity profound."

nor

is

That's not about words.
It's about
attitudes, about motives.
Once we understand and believe it,
maybe we really will be able to transfer
some of that BASIC clarity to our English.
I reaffirm my prophecy,
threadbare
though it may be, and look forward in
confidence that it will be fulfilled.

MORE ON OS-65U PASSWORD FILE PROTECTION
By J.R.Criscione Jr.,M.D.
Leasing Systems, Inc.
635 Gaslite Ln.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63122
(314)-966-4759
I must say that I found the letter from
Mr. Martn regarding changing passwords
with the CHANGE utility (Vol. I, No.7)
most interesting. As I am sure everyone
realizes, the OSI password system is poor
at best. Even if the passwords were not
available to view on the disk by using
some of the display opportunities in the
various utilities,
a
four
character
password is just not sufficent.
As a
provider of turnkey software systems, we
have developed a few methods for providing
security to our programs and data. If one
is obtaining the system and providing
programs for the end user,
one
can
effectivly lock the system so that only
the programs which the user should have
access to may be run.
If on the other
hand, the user is obtaining the system for
themselves, it is impossible to keep their
hands off the manuals
and
various
utilities provided by OSI.
One rudimentary method of locking a user
out of the system if they do. not have
access to a system copy of their own is to
simply
disable
the
various
control
characters which interupt program flow and
to provide for system error recovery, then
by disabling the LIST command or ending
each program with NEW, the
user
is
prevented from viewing the source code.

625 REM (C) 1980
J.R.Criscione Jr.,M.D.
641 XX=PEEK(RT+6) :XY=XX-(INT(XX/16)*16):
XX=INT(XX/16)
642 YY=PEEK(RT+7):YX=YY-(INT(YY/16)*16):
YY=INT(YY/16)
643 IF XX=15 THEN XX=90:GOTO 645
644 XX=XX+65

Obviously, if the user has their own
system this is not workable due to the
ease of CHANGEing the password, or if the
password is known, booting up the new
system and then LOADing the program in
question from either the other drive or
switching diskettes.
Finally, although Mr_ Martin has a good
idea in CHANGEing the password to view
protected programs, I would
like
to
suggest that the following might prove
useful to some of your readers. This is a
method we have been using for a number of
years and it is really quite simple.
We
have incorporated it into the OSI DIR
program with some additional formatting
items so·that the password will print out
on the same line as the regular DIR
listing. Please note that the password
displayed is probably not the one with
which the file was created, but this is
really irrelevant as it will work when
used as a password for the file
in
question.
The
line
numbers
should
correspond to the line numbers in the DIR
program as distributed by OSI.
Please
note that this will only work under OSI
65U Level I, Version 1.1. The reason for
this is that under Version 1.2 the DIR
program does not solely use
the machine
language access routines and hence if the
password for the directory is not known
the program will bomb. In any event, here
is the program.

645 IF XY=15 THEN XY=65:GOTO 647
646 XY=XY+78
647 IF YY=15 THEN YY=90:GOTO 649
648 YY=YY+65
649 IF YX=15 THEN YX=65:GOTO 651
650 YX=YX+78
651 PRINTCHR$(XX);CHR$(XY);
CHR$(YY);CHR$(YX)
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GOODIES forDSI Users \
CIP Sams Photo-Facts Manual. Complete schematics, scope waveforms and
board photos. All you need to be a CIP or SII Wizard, just $7.95
$_________
C4P Sams Photo-Facts Manual. Includes pinouts, photos, schematics for
the 502, 50S, 527, 540 and 542 boards. A bargain at
$15.95.
$_________
OSI's Small Systems Journals. The complete set, July 1977 through April
1978, bound and reproduced by PEEK(65). Full set only
$10.00
$______
RESEQ 5.2 -- BASIC program resequencer plus much more. Global changes,
tables of bad references, GOSUBs & GOTOs, variables by line number,
resequences parts of programs or entire programs, handles line 50000
trap. Best debug tool I've seen. MACHINE LANGUAGE -- VERY FAST! Requires 65U. 11anual & samples only, $5. Everything for-- $50.00
$

-----

KYUTIL -- The ultimate OS-OMS key file utility package. Creates, loads
and sorts multiple-field, conditionally loaded key files, sorting at
over 200 entries per second! Never sort another master.
$100.00
$, ______
SUPERMAIL -- The last word in mailing list packages. Uses OMS and the
fastest label-printing technique known to produce zip-sorted labels,
complete ABC circulation reports. Includes programs for input, editing,
dupe checking, automatic soundex generation, label ,and report generation, link regeneration, renewal notices. Requires 65U $1798.00 $___________
The Credit System -- Accepts and verifies inp'uts (charges and payments)
for a ,charge account system, then prints monthly statements, ages
receivables, maintains complete disk files, produces aged accounts
receivable analysis. Takes inputs in any order, prints statements
always in date order of transactions. Requires 65U.
$298.00
$_______
SANDERS MACHINE LANGUAGE SORT/MERGE FOR OS-65U. Complete disk sort
and merge, OS-OMS compatible, handles multiple fields, documentation
shows you how to call from any BASIC program, then return to it or
any other BASIC program on any disk, floppy or hard. Most versatile and fastest sort/merge yet. It should cost more, but Sanders
says sell it for just
$89.00
$_ _ _ __
TOTAL
Maryland Residents add 5% Tax
Cash enclosed

TOTAl.' DUE

$_______
$_________
$,-----

Bill my ___ Master Charge/___Visa Account No _________________________
Expiration date ________________ Signature._________________________________
Name.______________________________________

~

____________________ ,_________________

Street___________________________________________________________________________
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LETTERS
ED:
A new User's group has formed for OSI
people in the Michigan area.
It is
OSI-Michigan User's Group (OSI-MUG), 3247
Lakewood Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48013.
Now to my main issue.
I publish a
quarterly
journal, . CRYPTOLOGIA.
I
purchased an OSI' C3-Sl
system
last
November with an NEC Spinwriter (which my
OSI dealer did not know how to hook up and
in fact did not hook up for me; it turns
out that he did not even know that I would
need the CA-lOX interface board!!!), and I
also purchased, separately, a Data-Media
terminal. I have been in a hassle ever
since, either with OSI or with MicroPro
about WordS tar on the OSlo
I am very
interested in your situation with regard
to the C3, the Spinwriter and WordS tar.
From your few comments on this it seems
that you have got hold of what to do to
get the system to work.
My question is this. Can you give me a
step by step algorithm to use so that I
can set my system to drive WordS tar (and
my CP/M in general) and print on the
Spinwriter using all the features of both,
including proportional spacing?
I saw
your subroutine in the January 1980 issue
from Lifeboat. At the present time I am
without the computer as my newly found
knowledgeable
dealer,
Larry
Rakozy,
Computer Connection, Farmington, MI is
attending to a faulty drive which I never
realized was faulty. And he also found
out a way to get CP/M to make the NEC
print under CP/M's Microsoft BASIC offered
for the C3. Yes, the C3 under CP/M would
not cause the printer to print.
I guess
that it was one of OSI's little jokes on
its public. They thought that we should
all be happy that it printed under 65U and
it might be too much to expect it to print
under CP/M!!! But I have to do the POKE
routine 1 (below) each time I run BASIC or
OBASIC. This does work. We tried it in
the Dealer's place.
I have not had a
chance to see if when I bring up WordS tar
under the new CP/M as modified by 2.
(below) whether it will cause the printer
to print under CP/M and WordS tar. In any

case it is ridiculous to have to boot
BASIC, POKE twice and then load WordStar,
. cross one's fingers and try to print.
There must be an easier way. Please share
it with me for you have obviously licked
it. I need it as soon as you can for I
have had to produce several issues of our
journal on the old typewriter scheme even
though I have all these goodies because
the damn printer would not work, and still
may not work right when I get it all
together when the C3 returns.
Have you been able to take advantage of
the special Math Tech
thimble
under
WordS tar? How do you send a symbol to the
printer (NEC) under WordS tar to print a
general ASCII Character to
make
the
thimble under its Roman Times Math Tech
thimble print that character? Please let
me know if you have figured that out.
Brian J. Winkel
Albion, MI
1.

To
a.
b.
c.

get CP/M to print in OBASIC
Bring up OSBASIC
POKE 52992,3 (52992 is CFOO)
POKE 52992,17

2. To get OSI CP/M ready to print by
changing SYSGEN type the following where
CR is carriage return.
SYSGEN CR
?SOURCE CR
DESTINATION CR
SAVE 48 CPM48.COM CR

(Opens

space

in

RAM)

DDT CPM48.COM CR
S lE90 CR
47 CR (Put 47 in location lE90)
• CR
CTL C
SAVE 48 CPM48.COM CR
DESTINATION? A CR
CR
CTL C
Information
given
by
Larry 'Rakozy,
Computer Connection c. 27 June 1980.
Brian:
Actually, you are ahead of us. We wanted
to shift over to WordS tar soon (but may
change our mind after your letter!), but
we are using OS-WP-2 on our C3
for
PEEK(65).
We may change to
WP-6502
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instead after what you have said--it is
very easy to use and Dwo Quong Fok Lok Sow
i~ very cooperative--out it does not do
proportional
spacing
or
right
justification. Read your NEC manual to
figure out how to send control characters
to the NEC to print the "extra" characters
on the thimble.
I think it
is
a
'PRINT#8,CHR$(14) or CHR$(15), but I'm sure
the manual says. ' Who else knows? And who
out there knows if WordS tar, OS-CP/M and
the NEC will work together well? Will the
parallel NEC supplied by OSI work better
than the serial NEC Prof. Winkel has?

I'm currently working on an 80 x 24
display for the Superboard II including
subroutines for a real backspace and an
improved polled-keyboard
routine
that
includes the ability to immediately poke
graphics
characters
on
the
screen.
Perhaps I will submit this to your readers
when I have finished.
Mike Stevens
New York, N.Y.
Mike:
Please do submit it!

AL

AL

ED:
ED:
In response to Ed Carlson's query about location $FFE2:
This location is a reference to the print
routine in Basic, so that the same routine
can drive the Superboard's 24
x
24
display, or the C2/C4's display of 64 x
32, specifically, it uses the data in this
location to branch to
two
different
routines which store the contents of the
accumulator at D3XX or D7XX (XX= the
character counter, ' location $0200).
By the way, location $FFEI contains the
maximum character length for one reference
(for
the
Superboard,
this
location
contains 17 hex, 23 decimal).
Also,
location $FFEO contains the initial value
of the character counter (65 hex, 101
dec), which is copied into location 0200
after break is pressed.
For those ambitious people who would like
to improve their SBII displays, these
locations are the important parameters.
Unfortunately, this requires burning-in
another 2716 EPROM, 'and copying all of the
monitor's data, except
for
these
3
locations. Obviously, if these parameters
are changed, especially locations $FFEO
and $FFE2, another lk of video memory is
required.
wide-bandwidth
If you have a
decent
monitor, and you want to be able to use
all 32 character locations, just change
$FFEI to 20 hex (32 dec).
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This fix will allow you to drive the UART
on a 430 board or a D&N serial board as
port #5 instead of #3.
The fix will, however disallow the use of
the parallel port which
is
normally
designated as port #5.
I feel that the D&N Microproducts serial
interface is a superior product to the OSI
CA-lOl, because the handshake line allows
you to transmit to the printer at 9600
baud without over-running the printer. On
a printer with support for this feature
(eg TI-810, NEC Spinwriter)
you
can
transmit your print line in 1/10 second,
freeing the processor for other tasks
while the printer is emptying its buffer.
D&N Micro Products address:
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46815
Put the following statement at the end
your "BEXECir" to initialize the UART:

of

L=15*4096+ll*256+6:PEEK(L):POKE L-1,255
The above is equivalent to
machine code:
LDA
LDA
STA

$FB06
#$FF
$FB05

RUN "CHANGE " ,"PASS"
DISK CHANGE UTILITY

the

following

MODE: HEX(H), DEC(D) ? H
UNIT? A
ADDRESS OFFSET ? COO
ADDRESS? 3E02
A9 ? AD
00003E02
00003E03
00 ? 05
8D ? FB
00003E04
B7 ? 10
00003EOS
00003E06 8 38 ? FB
00003E07
AD ? AD
00003E08
00 ? B6
00003E09
F4 ? 38
00003EOA J 4A ? 8D
00003EOB
90 ? 8D
00003EOC
OC ? FB
00003EOD
A9 ? 60
00003EOE
OC ? X

OK
REM

w~~n

r~~A\DJJ.

we

WOULU

aLSO

~~Ke

~o

endorse one of your advertiser's products,
namely SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS OS 6SD V3.2
Disassembly Manual. It is truly worth its
weight in gold
for
the
6SD
user.
Hopefully, someone will come out with a
similar product for 6SU. One thing that
really gripes me about the layout of
PEEK(6S) is the extra white space on the
outside of each page. If the extra space
was at the binding, we wouldn't have to
punch binding holes in the right margin
and file the book backwards
in
our
permanent file.

Bill Brachho1d
Gainesville, FL
Bill:

THEN RE-BOOT, YOUR 430 OR D&N
SERIAL BOARD

CAN NOW BE ACCESSED AS PORT #5 •••

We plan to change the format of PEEK(6S)
by January to facilitate binder filing.
AL

. Kurt Gritter
Milwaukee, WI
ED:
Tom Westhoff in #6 asked about a CREATE
that would be able to use previously
deleted files.
I am at
this
time
finishing a routine for a new CREATE,
DELETE and FILEU (file update).
This
routine will enable a dual disk user to
automatically rearrange their disk for a
more compact use of disk space by finding
empty file space and alerting the user, at
which time FILEU can be run for file
manipulation. I hope that this will fill
a need that I have felt, and I'm sure
others have,
in
the
job
of
good
housekeeping.
David T. Sigafoos
Portland, OR
David:
Please let us have a look at your new
programs when they are ready. They sound
very interesting!
AL
ED:
As an Ohio Scientific Dealer, let me
YO~t we REALLY appreciate your

tell
work

All About

051
BASIC -IN-ROM
PEEK(65): "goes far enough to hold
the interest of advanced programmers ... "
Aardvark Journal: "It is the book
you were hoping was packed with
your computer at the factory." .
All statements and commands. Loops.
Arrays. Bugs. Tapes: BASIC, Autoload and homemade. USR (X) .
Floating point. Variable tables.
Binary structure of source code.
Maps of ,pages $OO,Ol,02,FE,FF.
Location of routines in $AOOO to
$i3FFF.
PEEK( 65): " ... intend to re-read
this book periodically for a while,
and ... will learn a new trick or
two each time ... "
From your dealer or send check to
me: $8.95 postpaid.
Edward H. Carlson
3872 Raleigh Dr.
Okemos MI 4-8864

ED:
1. How do you transfer tape programs to
disk more-or-Iess directly. That is, by
loading in the tape program and then
dumping it to disk. Or is this possible?
(I have a CIP-MF with two drives.)
2. Regardless of the amount- of memory in
my machine - 8K or 32K (which I normally
use) - the case of the IP just above the
power supplies gets very hot. At one time
I had a 4P (8K) which behaved the same
way. In fact, the transformers (which are
bolted to the underside of the top of the
case in both computers) get so damn hot
that you can barely touch them.
Yet so
far I've had no crashes.
Have others
found this to be so?
Actually, with my
IP, I put a fan on top of the case where
the transformers are bolted.
This keeps
the case cooler than it was without the
fan. Do I really need the fan? If anyone
decides he'd like a fan there, this can be
accomplished quite neatly by mounting a
female Jones plug in one of the open holes
near the power switch.
Use a two-prong
chassis mount female and parallel the
wires from the other fan, which will be
there if you have the floppy board.
If
you don't have the "regular" chassis fan,
it's a good idea to mount one--using a
Sprite whisper fan--not that wind tunnel
version that OSI supplies.
Anyway, for
the external fan, use a "standard" sized
. whisper fan, mounting a Jones 2-prong male
on the power cord.
Plug this into the
chassis-mounted female and the fan will
turn on when you turn the machine on.
(I
point mine so that the hot air from the
top of the chassis is exhausted upward.)
3. What besides the graphics ROM is
involved in the size and
number
of
alphanumeric characters in the lP?
Isn't
there some relatively simple, straight
forward way of setting the lP up to put
out a display like the 4P?
(By "number"
above, I mean, of course, number of characters per line.) There are a couple of
kits on the market to produce a
32
character line (with a
64
character
option), but the one I bought --and don't
plan to install--is
really
a
mess.
There's got to be a better way!
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4. When are the "good old folks" at
going to take a course in how to
friends and influence people?

OSI
win

Now just to prove that I can do something
besides complain and ask questions, here
are some tid-bits that may be of interest:
1. If you have a 1P-MF with an RS-232
mod and OS 65D and WP6502 word processor
(highly recommended!) and a BASE-2 printer
(lots of features for the money) and you
want to get your text out to the printer,
here's what you have to do. (You know, of
course, that 65D has no LP driver, which
means that Device 4 is non-existent so far
as 65D is concerned.)
When WP6502 asks
. whether you want to change codes, you say
Y, but all you need to change as the
options come up on the screen, is the
output device, which should be set to 1,
the serial port. Then, prior to typing
your text, you must type in the following
command sequence, which won't be printed
out, but which will get the printer up and
running:
#C27#C66#C27#C681c27#C55
Then, in the body of your text, you must
type a Line Feed command at every point in
the text where you want a new line.
The
Carriage Return in WP6502 is NOT used for
this purpose. The command list above is
concerned with alerting the printer to the
CR/LF sequence necessary to print the text
properly. If you are not using the word
processor, but want
to
write
BASIC
programs from the disk out to the printer,
you have to write a "pre-program" using
the CHR$ function and the same codes
(e.g. ,PRINT CHR$(27)jCHR$(66) ,etc.)
I must say that I think this is all a bit
of a pain.
My Heath system does it
better! But that's another story!
PEEK (65)ers may be interested in knowing
about Technical Products Company's FORTH
package, available on cassette or disk. I
have the disk version, with which I am
very pleased.
FORTH is a very clever
programming language of the "threaded"
type--very different from BASIC. (What a
pleasure to get away from those endless
POKES!) In certain respects, it's similar
to assembly language, but it's used in its
own unique way. If you're an imaginative

programmer, this is an extremely powerful
and flexible language.
For a complete
beaten:
language, the price can't be
$34.95, cassette or disk.
I hope you will start a IP-MF column.
This particular package (including 65D)
actually has a lot of potential--although
very little information seems
to
be
available.
Since I
do
my
"heavy"
computing with my Heath system, I haven't
had much time to spend on the OSI (which I
keep in my office at the college where I
teach), but I (and, I suppose, a lot of
others) would be very interested in what
the hot and heavy lP-MF people are doing.
This in turn will doubtlessly
prompt
people like me into doing more.
I am
using the OSI system in a course I'm
teaching.
Hope all of this hasn't put you to
Keep up the good work!

sleep!

Henry F. Beechhold
W. Trenton, N.J.
ED:
I have a C8P-DF with 48K.
What can be
done about the keyboard scan routine in
ROM so ~hat it works properly in the
non-shift lock mode? Mine gives different
results for right shifts than for left
shifts; some keys give proper lower case,
others don't. When using OS-65U VI.2 the
cursor on the monitor does not backspace;
the character is deleted but the cursor
moves to the. right. You don't know where
you are in the line. When running- WP-2,
90% of the attempts to print on the
spinwriter result in the message
"WP
PRINTER NOT READY". Repeating the command
several times eventually brings proper
results. Any hints? Thank you.
Tim Boege
Cedar Falls, Iowa
ED:
I do disagree with your policy of not
publishing
full
addresses
of
your
correspondents.
I have found writing
letters to other users a very interesting
part of the computing hobby.
The OSI bus connectors which everyone has
such a hard tme finding can be purchased
for $4.95 for a set of 4 pairs from

Technical Products
Box 12983 University Station
Gainsville, Florida 32604
E. Morris
Midland, Michigan
ED:
In response to your reply in Issue No. 8
to my letter, please be advised that the
change to CREATE does NOT require a larger
directory file. If you will notice the
directory says that 64 Files are possible.
:The first 32 are on track 08, sector 1 and
from line 560 the pgm.
goes
to
a
subroutine at 20000 where the directory is
checked for free entries before entering a
new FILE. If none is found the SR is
terminated with FL=O. Then on line 570
the test for FL=l fails and line 580 sets
'the remaining 32 FILES on track 08, sector
2 and the program should have gone to
subroutine 20000 not 10000.
Tried your suggestion for paging to Port
#3, no good. On my system, a C2-8S SF,
the only thing accomplished by the poke to' .
11686
was
to
change
the
output
distribution flag. By the way, the OS-65U
is Version 1.1.
Robert H. Foltz
Bronx, N.Y.

ED:
In recognition of our work with the deaf,
we have received a donation of an OSI
Superboard II (8K). Since then, we have
made headway in getting the deaf
to
interact and expressing themselves with
the hearing in a most wonderful way.
Any help you can render in helping us get
more out of this machine by way of game
tapes, hard copies or magazines in this
community project is appreciated by one
and all.
Henry Kong
Church of Christ
Ghim Moh P.O. Box 1113
Singapore 9127

A VISIT WITH A CONSULTANT
There are a number of independent dealers,
consultants and programmers whose efforts
make it much more enjoyable to own an OSI
computer. From time to time, we will be
talking about these people in PEEK(65).
This month, we will let you know some of
what we know about Software Consultants of
Memphis, Tennessee.
SC offers several products, primarily for
the disk - system programmer. Of course,
they have printed a complete, annotated
source listing for OS-65D which will be
very useful for anyone doing machine
language programming under D, as well as
those of us who work primarily
with
OS-65U, since many of the locations and
routines are the same.
The listing is
complete and accurate, and well worth the
price.
Less well known is that SC has written
OSBU, the software which drives the Alloy
Engineering tape drive unit used for tape
backup of large hard-disk systems. This
package has also been well received in the
community, since it gives us the ability
to back up large hard - disk systems much
more
quickly
and
easily
than
the
alternative· of
rolling
off
multiple
megabytes 250K at a time onto floppies!
Finally, Software Consultants distributes
a "Terminal Extensions Package" through
dealers and PEEK(65).
This package is
designed for the OS-65U BASIC programmer,
and provides him with
some
of
the
capabilities our brothers working on minis
and mainframes have.
To use the package, you replace the BEXEC*
(the program which runs when you boot up)
on your "65U disk with the BEXEC* which
your dealer sends you.
Then, each time
your system is booted up, it pauses for
about 10 seconds while several machine
language routines are POKEd into
the
system. Afterwards, the system acts like
normal when programs are run,
either
asking
the
question
"FUNCTION"
or
proceeding to run your menu program, or
whatever. But programming is different,
and execution of programs may change:
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First of all, a number of POKEs which many
of us make individually in
all
our
programs are made, invoking some of the
convenience features of OS-65U. They are
nice to have all in one place, but hardly
worth buying a new system for.
Second, cursor positioning is invoked.
That is to say, when the programmer types
PRINT@(3,lO)"TEST", the word TEST appears
in column 10 of row 3 on the terminal.
This is used to position the
cursor
immediately to any spot on the terminal
screen, in order, for instance, to "paint"
a sample of a form onto the screen, so
that a data entry program can input data
in a form which will be easy and familiar
for typists.
Also, a number of mnemonics have been
added.
Instead of remembering that a
CHR$(12) is a clear, home, which clears
the screen and sends the cursor to the
upper left (home) position, the programmer
can type 'CH'; 'BL' rings the bell; there
are a number of others.
Perhaps the most intriguing feature of the
terminal extensions package is its number
formatting. Simply declare a couple of
variables to tell the program how you
would like numbers formatted, then input a
number as a string, and GOSUB to a routine
. provided to be added to any program, and
you instantly get the number back with the
desired number of decimal points, with
leading asterisks if you wish, and with as
many leading spaces or zeros as you want.
Print the strings one under the other, and
you have a column of figures with the same
decimal pos1t1n and number of spaces.
Like a "PRINT USING" only better, since
there are a half dozen options.
The only disadvantage of the package is
that it uses the same locations in RAM as
°the OS-65U Editor, so they can't both be
used. Of course, you can type in programs
with the extensions package, then edit
them as needed with the editor enabled,
then run them with the extensions package.
If your local dealer sells the extensions
package, try it out and start programming
like the mini-users do. If not, send $50
to PEEK(65) and we will send you the disk
and documentation (end users only).

_I

FOR ALL YOUR

OSI NEEDS:

SYSTEMS

The complete Ohio Scientific Line.

PERIPHERALS

Printers, Diskdrives, Data Streamers,
Terminals, and more.

SUPPLIES

A full line: Diskettes, Paper, Ribbons,
Custom Forms, Data Processing Accessories.

SUPPORT

Walk-in or on-site service (Southern
Caiifornia area). Software. problems
corrected in hours·~- not days.

SOFTWARE

Enhanced 65U and system utilities:

l

All KEY/500 Applications
BILL OF ~~TERIALS INVENTORY
PROPERTY mNAGE~IENT
REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS
"MINI-~RKET" ACCOUNTING
(grocery and gas sales)

OPUS SYSTEMS, INC.
4220 Glencoe Avenue. Marina del Rey. California 90291

Telephone:

(213) 398-0966
398-6022 (24 hrs.)
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Please send the following back issues.
I enclose $1.50 each:
]Jan. 111" "Welcome to the first issue"
Feb. 112 "A month ago in this spot"
Mar. 113 "Peek Continues to grow"
Apr. 114 "We are OSI fans"
.1ay 115 "The continued growth and health" (mislabeled 114)
Jun. 116 "This column should probably be"
Jul. 117 "Several times recently"
Aug. 118 "A few minutes ago, Kathy Buck"
Sep. 119 "Of course, it had to happenu

